
  

THE SPECIAL VIBRATION MIXER WITHOUT USING A STIRRING BLABE.  

NO WASHING & NO MESS!! 

VPA-02 Speed Variable Type 

Time shortening & Great cost saver 

Mixing by vibration, No need for stirring blade or Ink spatula 

Odor & Dust- free because materials in a container (*1) can be 

mixed with a lid kept closing. 

 

High Specification 

Low and high viscosity inks will be mixed in a few minutes. 

Can be used for all type of materials, powder or solid. 

Such as printing ink, paste, powder, coating agent  

(filling material), cosmetic (foundation) etc.  

  

Easy to install  

Usable conventional power supply (100v or 200v) so special 

electrical construction won’t be necessary (*2).  

By using pneumatic cramp, a container can be fixed in the 

mixer with one touch operation. 

 

VP-01 One Speed Type   

VPA-10 Speed Variable Type, Mixing capacity: 10Kg   

 

(*1): Soft or deformable containers are unusable for mixing. 

(*2): It may be needed for electrical construction depending on the electrical condition at the installation site. 



SPEEDY -High speed vibration will enable materials to be mixed uniformly in short 

time. 
 In only 3 to 7 minute materials will be mixed completely. 

 

 

1. Put the material to mix in              2. Cover a container with a lid and set the container         3. About 3 minutes later from  

a container.                              to VP series mixer                                        a start of mixing 

EASY- Anyone can operate easily. 

Only push the start button after setting speed and timer. 

 

   

   

  

  

 

 

1.Switch panel is designed for easy-to-use               2. Pneumatic cramp type –                3. Locking lever type －Price priority model 

Lockable with one touch operation           

SPECIFICATION 

You can choose the model from a variety of the type of mixer according to your needs. 

 

Model 

Name 

Dimensions of 

mixer (mm) 

Mixing speed  Container fixing Devise Dimensions of 

maximum capacity of 

container (mm)  

Maximum volume 

of mixing 

VP-01  

D380×W430×H965 

One speed Locking  lever type D240×W240×H246 

MAX 5kg 
VP-02 Speed variable  D240×W240×H246 

VPA-01  

D380×W430×H965 

One speed Pneumatic cramp type  

D240×W240×H226 
VPA-02 Speed variable 

VPA-10 D520×W630×H1250 Speed variable Pneumatic cramp type D325×W325×H310 MAX 10kg 

 

* Please contact if you need the mixer of specification for 200V type, Explosion-proof type or Vacuum deforming type. 

* Air compressor is optional accessory.  *Design or specification might be changed without advance notice. 


